
1776 BY DAVID MCCULLOUGH BOOK SUMMARY

This book is the story of how close George Washington, as commander of the American army, came to defeat in the
terrible year of which also saw the Declaration of Independence. David McCullough's account bears out the saying that
this war was lost by the British rather than.

I think this is a travesty, and it's not just the students who are being cheated â€” it is all of society, because
without an educated citizenry we are lost. Download it! Hooray for lifelong learning! Since , McCullough has
written dozens of acclaimed history books, including Truman and John Adams , both of which won the
Pulitzer Prize, and  Weapons and gun powder were in short supply. Every time I see the title of McCullough's
book, , it reminds me of this issue because of an incident in a colleague's classroom. Other American generals
refuse to join Washington at New Jersey so he is left alone to deal with the British army. F-inally Washington
made a brilliant strike in the Battle Trenton that gave the Continental Army the momentum it so deafly
needed. Cite This Page Arn, Jackson. Copy to Clipboard. The colonies became more reluctant in sending their
troops to America and chose to keep them closer to home. An interactive data visualization of 's plot and
themes. You don't know when our country was founded? A smallpox epidemic affects many soldiers so the
army is again in a state of chaos. Dead silence. Few of the "rebels" had military experience. Retrieved August
29,  The war season was over. The minus is the lack of political background, which is perfunctory. The British
crown also increased its military presence in America, often forcing American families to provide food and
lodging for British soldiers in their own homes, and at their own expense. New recruits come every day to join
the army but an equal number of soldiers desert each day because they are afraid or because they need to take
care of their own lands. The British never grasped that it was good publicity which kept Washington's small
army in the field, by producing fresh flows of volunteer reinforcements. Second, it has been almost 20 years
since I was in an American history class, and I wanted to revisit the details of how my country was founded.
Washington thought the army game was up; it would have to be guerrilla warfare in the Alleghenies. He
published his first book, The Johnstown Flood, in , to great success.


